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To use a VoIP system, we’ll need three things:

A high-speed internet connection,
a VoIP service plan, and
phone equipment.

Today we walk through the 3rd requisite, phone equipment. More precisely mobile
phone equipment, Nokia Symbian^3 and Symbian S60 devices and how to make
them work things out with some VoIP service plans.

Can you relate to any of these thoughts:

I have a VoIP enabled Smartphone and would like to lower my phone bills.
I would like to get rid of the ridiculous landline charges without losing my
home or small business number.
I make expensive long-distance or international calls and would like to cut
those costs.
I run a small business and phone bills make significant part of my overhead.
I like the convenience of taking my number with me as I travel anywhere in the
world not having surprises on my phone bill due to roaming fees, both voice
and 3G data, when coming home.
I live outside my home country but I need a local home country number for my
business / being in contact with friends and relatives.

Now you  have  an  answer  for  the  aforesaid  thoughts  through  the  vast  array  of
features that Nokia Symbian^3 and Symbian S60 devices’ Mobile VoIP or simply
mVoIP has to offer. The mVoIP allows the mobile technology to be used in a myriad
of ways. One advantage mVoIP telephony has over traditional phone service is its
ability to travel with you, at low-cost. By this, we mean that with mVoIP you can
travel

locally or internationally and keep the same number, move house and have no break
in service or simply go on vacation and have your same number and features either
by low monthly fee or even “no-cost” Wi-Fi calls. You may even receive calls abroad
“no-cost” with a DID number (Direct Inward Dial number, also know as DDI, Direct
Dial In). All on VoIP + WiFi/3G.
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Now Nokia Symbian^3 and S60 devices let you (and me) enjoy crystal-clear phone
calls over the Internet almost everywhere. If you have access to a Wi-Fi or 3G or
even to a slower GPRS connection, you can save money by using the Internet to
connect your call instead of using your mobile phone minutes. No roaming or out-of-
network fees over Wi-Fi. Make your calls from airports, hotels, trains, ferries, cafes,
city parks, just from anywhere in the world to anywhere for just a few pennies a
minute over Wi-Fi. Simple to configure (the “tags” gives you an idea devices we’ve
already setup and tested), inexpensive to use.

Remark – 3G mVoIP is expedient if you have a flat internet connection on
your  mobile.  If  you  don’t,  connection  costs  depend  on  your  mobile
operator plan.

Multiple SIP Accounts and Profiles for
Incoming & Outgoing calls
The Nokia Symbian^3 and Symbian S60 devices allow you to have multiple VoIP
numbers (SIP profiles) in one device. Currently I have multiple VoIP service plans;
one for my home country, one for the country of my residence, a few for different
countries since I have friends and relatives living in the far reaches of the world.
This way I’m making a part of their native country’s Numbering Plan (“Area Code” +
“Phone number”) – no need to dial the IDD (International Direct Dialling Number),
i.e., no international call expenditure either for them or for me. Now I can tell them
to call me and not having to worry about hidden roaming charges because there is
no roaming!

The best feature of Nokia Symbian^3 and Symbian S60 devices is that they allow me
concurrently register to my several VoIP accounts, letting me to move around the
town, to travel, with multiple “virtual landline numbers” from a smorgasbord of
countries one phone in my pocket instead of having a distinguish phone for each
country. Cool!

While abroad, I’ll deactivate the 3G profiles, I’ll take the sim-card out (to assure no
roaming of any kind) and activate the WLAN VoIP profiles in OFFLINE mode. Via the
profiles “default access point” I’ll hook into a new hotspot and I’m ready to go again.

Remark related to both single and multiple profile activation – A few user
experiences show that it is better to have separate profiles for Wlan and 3G
(WCDMA) use. Simply

DO NOT activate both Wlan and 3G (WCDMA) in one profile simultaneously

or

DO NOT have both Wlan and 3G (WCDMA) profiles active simultaneously,

since having both Wlan and 3G (WCDMA) profiles concurrently active results just
an hassle! The hassle is apprehensible from the technical point of view – WLAN and
3G competing who’s getting the control – however, the logical point of view does not
apprehend; there should be a priority. Let go and accept the present moment; keep
them separate!
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Config Guide

On the Nokia Symbian^3 and In Nokia S60 3rd edition feature
pack 2 (and later)  devices some of VoIP settings are hidden by
default,  and  you  will  need  Nokia’s  new VoIP  SIP  application.
(“http://www.forum.nokia.com/info/sw.nokia.com/id/d476061e-
90ca-42e9-b3ea-1a852f3808ec/SIP_VoIP_Settings.html“)

note:
All  Nokia  s60  devices  support  internet  calling,  however  you
should  download  a  proper  app  based  on  the  latest  list  of  the
Symbian/S60 devices that support the Nokia VoIP client. For ex.,
the 3.1 version is for Symbian (Symbian OS v9.4 (S60 5th ed.))
touch screen mobile devices and does not work with E-72 (S60
3rd Edition Feature Pack 2 (S60 3.2.3)). With non-touch screen
use is SIP VoIP 3.x Settings (164KB), this works also with E5.

note: Uninstall any older version of VoIP SIP application in your
device before you install the Nokia’s new VoIP SIP application.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN please note the following:

Aforesaid application can be used to configure advanced VoIP settings on your
Nokia. You can create new VoIP profiles and modify the existing ones, and create
and modify VoIP parameters and NAT/Firewall  traversal settings and that are
normally not visible on the device UI, such as codec settings and SIP domain-
specific NAT/Firewall settings. It is also possible to export/import all the VoIP
profile  settings to/from a text  file.  It  also enables VoIP over  WCDMA,  which
means you can make VoIP call over 3G Internet connection.

Here you can find Nokia Symbian^3 and Symbian S60 devices SIP settings for VoIP
setup  and  SIP  client  configuration  (tested  on  Saunalahti  Saunalahti  and  Sonera
service in  Finland,  FASTWEB and  TIM service in  Italy,  Three Mobile  service in
Australia  and  various Wi-Fi  services in  different  nations).  These procedures and
configurations have been tested on Nokia E7, E5, E71, E72, C6-00 (and the ones in
Tags).  Some procedures may vary  between different  devices,  but  the procedures
should be easily adaptable to other Nokia devices with VoIP features.

Extract and install Nokia’s new VoIP SIP application .SIS file using Nokia PC Suite
software on your PC or  download it  directly  into your Smartphone and install  it.
Once installation  is  complete you  will  be able to see “NET  Settings” application
under “Control panel” menu ( or under Connectivity -> Net Settings -> Adv. VoIP
settings) on your Nokia, which you will need in STEP 4 of this configuration guide to
create a VoIP profile and to alter its voice quality settings or enabling VoIP over 3G
Internet connection.

Remark  –  for  uncited  VoIP providers you’ll  need  to accommodate  the below
setup guide, giving proper server addresses, user names and passwords.

Step 1 Create SIP Profile
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Go to
1.“Tools” or “Ctrl. panel” or “Settings” on some phones
2.“Settings”
3.“Connection”
4.“SIP settings”

- on Symbian^3 devices “Menu ” -> Settings” -> “Connectivity” ->
“Admin. settings” -> “SIP settings”

Choose

5.“Options”

6.“New SIP Profile” and create the following profile;

SAUNALAHTI EUTELIA MESSAGENET

Profile Name SaunalahtiVoIP (x) Euteliavoip (x) MessagenetVoIP (x)

Profile
Access point

“IETF”

Default
destination

Leave this to “NONE” at this phase; this field will be filled by the system later on. (On my
Wlan profiles I have set this to “INTERNET”, Nokia E72 switches automatically between
known Wlan hot-spots; however I can NOT set or change “Default access point” value since
I’m hooked into a generic internet connection. Leaving this to “none” you can control your
specific access point by below parameter.)

Default
access point

You may leave this to “NONE” at this phase; this field will be filled by the system later on or
do fill in when the network (Wi-Fi or 3G) you prefer is available.

In the case you have to change access point (new country, new hotspot, etc.), you must
modify this field and specify your new “access point”.

Public user
name

“Your-
Voip-Number@voip.saunalahti.fi”
(Instead of 0912312345 account
number  example,  use  the
account number assigned to you
when  signed  up  for
SAUNALAHTI VoIP service. The
receiving end phone  will  show
“account-number-
assigned”@voip.saunalahti.fi)

“sip:Your-
Voip-Number@voip.eutelia.it”
(Instead  of  sip:00xxxxxxxxx
account  number  example,
use  the  account  number
assigned to you when signed
up  for  EUTELIA  VoIP
service.  The  receiving  end
phone  will  show  BLOCKED
NUMBER  or  PRIVATE
NUMBER)

“sip:the-unique-personal-
identification-(aka-
URI)@sip.messagenet.it”
(sip:5???????  account
number,  your  unique
personal  identification
(URI)  assigned  to  you
when  signed  up  for
Messagenet  VoIP
service.  The  receiving
end  phone  will  show
BLOCKED  NUMBER  or
PRIVATE NUMBER)

Use
Compression

No

Registration “When needed” (or “Always on” as you prefer.)

I  suggest  to  select  “When needed”  because  then you can control  the  activation  and
deactivation to the VoIP service in the Contacts -> VoiP menu where you normally control
the  VoIP  service.  Select  the  VoIP  service  as  default  service  in the  Contacts  menu ->
Options -> Settings if you want to keep it up constantly. When you move out and into the
WLAN coverage, the connection should be established again when entering known WLAN
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coverage (latest devices and updates). New registration may take a few minutes because
the device is not constantly scanning the WLAN networks.

Use security “No”

(x) this is the name of your Internet profile account, it must be a unique
identifier. The maximum length on this field is 32 characters.

Step 2 Proxy Server
Enter the following for Proxy Server settings

SAUNALAHTI EUTELIA MESSAGENET

Proxy Server
Address

sip:voip.saunalahti.fi sip:voip.eutelia.it sip.212.97.59.76 or
sip:sip.messagenet.it

Realm voip.saunalahti.fi voip.eutelia.it sip.messagenet.it

User Name Your-VoIP-Number (use the Voip account
number assigned to you when signed up for

VoIP service)

Your unique personal
identification
5??????? (URI)
assigned to you
when signed up for
Messagenet VoIP
service.

Password Enter the password that you chose / assigned
to you when you signed up for the VoIP

service.

Enter the password
given for your URI

Allow loose
routing

Yes

Transport Type UDP

Port (xx) 5060 5061

(xx) Port 5060 is commonly used for non-encrypted signaling traffic whereas
port 5061 is typically used for traffic encrypted with Transport Layer Security
(TLS).

Step 3 Registar Server
Enter the following for Registrar Server settings

SAUNALAHTI EUTELIA MESSAGENET

Registrar
Server

sip:voip.saunalahti.fi sip:voip.eutelia.it sip.212.97.59.76 or
sip:sip.messagenet.it

Realm voip.saunalahti.fi voip.eutelia.it sip.messagenet.it
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User Name Your-VoIP-Number (use the VoIP account
number assigned to you when signed up

for VoIP service)

Your unique
personal
identification
5??????? (URI)
assigned to you
when signed up for
Messagenet VoIP
service.

Password Enter the password that you chose /
assigned to you when you signed up for

the VoIP service.

Enter the password
given for your URI

Transport
Type

UDP

Port (xx) 5060 5061

(xx) Port 5060 is commonly used for non-encrypted signaling traffic whereas
port 5061 is typically used for traffic encrypted with Transport Layer Security
(TLS).

STEP 4 Create a VOIP profile
Go to

1.“Tools” or “Ctrl. panel” or “Settings” (or “Connectivity -> Net Settings ->
Adv. VoIP settings”; in this case pas directly into step 4)
on some phones

2.“Settings”
3.“NET Settings” application, the older version is called “SIP Voip Sett.”
4. “Advanced Settings”
5.“Create a new profile”

-for “SaunalahtiVoIP select the “SaunalahtiVoIP“;
-for “EuteliaVoIP select the “EuteliaVoIP“;
-for ” MessagenetVoIP” select the “MessagenetVoIP“

Choose

6.”SaunalahtiVoIP” for “SaunalahtiVoIP” / “EuteliaVoIP” for “EuteliaVoIP /
“MessagenetVoIP” for MessagenetVoIP / or the name of your Internet
profile account as Preferred profile

STEP 5 Enable SIP over 3G
If you have an intention to use just WLAN/Wi-Fi connection, skip directly to Step 6
section.

Note: Some internet call service providers allow 3G VoIP calls, some
not,  depends  on  the  VOIP  policy  of  the  Service  Provider.  For
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availability and connectivity costs, contact your internet call service
provider.To make  or  receive  the  3G  VoIP  calls,  you  must  have  a
packet data (GPRS) connection in a 3G network, and be signed in to
an internet call service.

It is also better to lock UMTS on in “Network settings”, other options
may  cause  constant  jumping  between  the  two  networks  (GSM  /
UMTS) causing connection quality issues.

Select: “Ctrl. panel” -> “Settings” -> “Phone” -> “Network”->
“Network mode” and set it to “UMTS”

On Symbian^3 devices select: “Settings” -> “Connectivity” ->
“Network” -> “Network mode” and set it to “UMTS”.

A practical user experience, it is better to have separate profiles for
Wi-Fi  and  3G  (WCDMA)  use.  Do  NOT  have  both  profiles  active
concurrently.

For better voice quality or in order to be able to make VoIP calls over 3G Internet
connection you need to use Nokia SIP VoIP Application you installed.

Go to
1.”Tools” or “Ctrl. panel” or “Settings” on your phones; (or “Connectivity ->

Net Settings -> Adv. VoIP settings”; in this case pas directly into step 4)

Click on
2.”NET Settings” application, the older version is called “SIP Voip Sett.”

Choose
3.“Advanced VoIP settings”
4.“VoIP Services” and select the profile to edit

Select
5.“SaunalahtiVoIP” / “EuteliaVoIP” / “MessagenetVoIP” (or the name of your

Internet profile account).

Click on
6.”Profile Settings“

Find

7.”WCDMA” option and change it to “ON“

Aforesaid change allows VoIP over 3G connection on Nokia phones.

On Symbian^3 devices select: Menu -> Settings -> Connectivity -> Admin
settings -> Net settings -> Advanced VoIP settings -> VoIP services -> (the name of
your Internet profile account) -> Profile settings -> AWCDMA.

VOIP CODECS
VoIP can use a variety of codecs, and the codec has been chosen based on the type
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of transport network and requirements of the VoIP. Each service, program, phone,
gateway, etc typically supports several different codecs, and when talking to each
other, they negotiate which codec they will use. When using the SIP client over a 3G
(WCDMA) connection, the call quality can be vastly improved if the G729 or iLBC
codecs are used.

Due to aforesaid we leave multiple codecs, however we set the priority among them.
The table below suggests  configurations you  should  be able to get  good  quality
communication when the network condition is robust. Seems that the optimal voice
clarity is attained by codecs iLBC and G729 at position 1 and 2, in that order, when
using the SIP client over a 3G (WCDMA). No matter who the VoIP provider is, also
with ones not listed here.

For better voice quality go to

1. “Tools” or “Ctrl. panel” or “Settings” on some phones; (or “Connectivity -> Net
Settings -> Adv. VoIP settings”; in this case pas directly into step 4)

Click on

2. “NET Settings” application, the older version is called “SIP Voip Sett.”

Choose

3. “Advanced VoIP settings”

4. “VoIP services” and select the name of your Internet profile account to edit

5. “Codecs” and set their priority by “Options” -> “Move” them to position as
proposed in the table below.

Priority SAUNALAHTI EUTELIA MESSAGENET

WLAN 3G WLAN 3G WLAN 3G

1 iLBC iLBC iLBC iLBC iLBC iLBC

2 G729 G729 G729 G729 G729 G729

3 AMR AMR-WB AMR-WB AMR-WB AMR-WB AMR-WB

4 PCMA AMR AMR AMR AMR AMR

5 CN CN PCMU PCMU PCMU PCMU

6 (**) (**) PCMA PCMA PCMA PCMA
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7 (**) (**) CN CN CN CN

(**) An actual suggestion is to leave these fields blank

REMARK – “AMR-WB” is NOT supported by the Nokia VoIP client “S60 Rel 2.3″ and “S60 Rel
3.0″, use any other remaining codecs instead.

STEP 6 Make SIP Calls look clean in
your Call Log
Once again you need to use Nokia SIP VoIP Application you installed

“Net Settings” application, the older version is called “SIP Voip Sett.”1.
“Advanced VoIP settings”2.
“VoIP Services”3.
“”4.
“Profile settings”5.
“Ignoring domain part”6.

Parameter that defines the rule for displaying the domain part of an address
(URI) in the Logs application.

On : The domain part is never displayed.

Off ’: The domain part is displayed (default value).

Numbers only : The domain part is not displayed if only E.164 numbers
are used in the user part of the URI.

Lets say you want to see the caller’s number in your Call Log or you need to filter
unknown numbers you can set a characteristic that will strip the domain name out of
the number calling you. Say the number (09) 12312345 calls you on your SIP line:

Ignoring Domain Part: ON

- the number will show as 0912312345

Ignoring Domain Part: OFF

- the number will show as sip:0912312345@voip.saunalahti.fi

The issue is if you have “Ignoring Domain Part = Off” it is impossible to call back or
add the number to your address book not editing it. Personal tastes, but I have it set
to ON.

STEP 7 Prevent your SIP Client from
TIMING OUT with the Server (STUN
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Server)
Before  you  go  on,  please  “ACTIVATE”  the  service.  Once  successfully  activated
“DEACTIVATE” the service to make below changes.  At  this time you have to use
“Nokia SIP VoIP Application” you previously installed to set the STUN parameters.

Go to
1.”“Tools” or “Ctrl. panel” or “Settings” on some phones; (or “Connectivity

-> Net Settings -> Adv. VoIP settings”; in this case pas directly into step
4)

Click on
2.”NET Settings” application, the older version is called “SIP Voip Sett.”
3. “Advanced VoIP settings”

Choose
4.“NAT firewall settings”
5.“Domain parameters” and select the profile to edit

Select
6.”voip.saunalahti.fi” for SAUNALAHTI; “voip.eutelia.it” for EUTELIA;

“voip.messagenet.it” for MESSAGENET (or the name of your Internet
profile account)

Choose

7.”STUN settings“

SAUNALAHTI EUTELIA MESSAGENET

STUN Server
Address

stun.saunalahti.fi stun.voip.eutelia.it stun.softjoys.com

Port (*) 5060 3478 3478

Username
(**)

leave blank (***)

Password (**) leave blank (***)

Shared secret
(**)

“On”

Start port
(**)

-1

End port (**) -1

To deactivate a STUN service, set the “STUN Server Address” value to
“0.0.0.0″.
(*) The standard listening port number for a STUN server is 3478, for UDP and
TCP.
(**) Some older versions of Nokia “VoIP SIP application” or devices do not
contain these fields. This does not cause any problems in STUN settings.
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(***) An actual suggestion is to leave these fields blank.

STEP 8 Initiate your phone
Reboot your phone. Once your phone is back on it will automatically register to your
service provider (if Registration:”Always on”).  Once it  is registered you can start
making calls.

Default call type: To switch between normal GSM calls or VOIP calls, navigate to

“Tools” or “Ctrl. panel” or “Settings” on some phones/ “Settings” / “Call” /
“Default call type”.

Select Cellular to make normal calls to the phone number or Internet to use VoIP to
call the number or address.

STEP 9 How to Start and Stop VoIP
Service
The VoIP service needs to be activated before the service can be used. To start or
stop  the  SIP  service  varies  with  different  devices,  however  in  general  enter
“contacts” then see the newly created Globe Icon – select your SIP user name, hit
“Options” and either log in or log out.  When the service is connected to the SIP
Server  you  will  get  the  registration  confirmation  when  a  symbol  of  an  active
connection to a wireless network appear on your display.

E72: To start (register) a service
“Contacts” / “left arrow” / “scroll down arrow” to the VoIP service submenu
(showing the name of your Internet profile account, e.g. Provider) /
“Options” / “activate service”

E72: The VoIP service can be activated also
when initiating an internet call. If the service is not yet active, the user
can activate it when prompted “Internet call service is not active. Activate
now?”

E72: The VoIP service stays active until the service is deactivated. To
deactivate (unregister) a service

“Contacts” / “left arrow” / “scroll down arrow” to the VoIP service submenu
(showing the name defined for your VoIP service, e.g. Provider) / “Options”
/ “deactivate service”, the device deregisters from SIP server and the
connection is released.

E72: A way to stop the SIP account is in the “WLAN scanning” app on the home
screen.

Select this app and there are commands to “Enable” and “Disable” the SIP
account(s).

C6-00: “Contacts” / “Globe Icon” / “Options” / “activate service”
E71: Menu > Communic. > Internet tel.

If you have selected automatic login, E71 automatically connects to the
SIP server.
If you login to the service manually, select an available network from the
list and “Select”.
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To deregisters from SIP server and to release the connection, select
“Options” >”Disconnect from service”.

WLAN reconnects even if you sign out of a SIP/VOIP service
Device’s WLAN may reconnect after you sign out of a SIP/VOIP service, even if you
force the disconnect of the WLAN. However it depends on how you deactive your SIP
service:

Caution

If you deactivate the service via the main home screen WLAN entry (where you can
also search for WLAN or deactivate the WLAN search), via the <the name of your
Internet profile account> deactivate menu entry, it seem not to stop the whole
SIP-Service. It seems to log out of the account (because any new attempt to make an
internet call asks if it should activate the service again), but something is still
running in the background that forces the WLAN to restart. While the WLAN keps
reconnecting you also can’t access the SIP Profile settings, although the the name of
your Internet profile account> active entry appears in the home screen WLAN menu
list. Another sign that the SIP is still active somehow.

If you deactivate your SIP/VOIP Service through the Contact Menu, then it
disconnects the SIP-Service completely and the WLAN reconnect stops:
Contacts -> scroll to the top and select your VOIP service -> Options -> disconnect

If you lose the wireless network (WLAN or 3G) and your device does not recover,
you must register again.

Contacts” / “left arrow” / “scroll down arrow” to the VoIP service submenu
(showing the name of your Internet profile account, e.g. Provider) / “Options” /
“deactivate service
Wait for the phone to stop the VoIP service then just click on the “Activate
service” button.

In the case you change access point, you must modify your Service provider Profile
before and specify your new “Default access point”. This problem is due to limits of
the SIP Client integrated in Nokia series E devices, and is expected to be solved in
future firmware releases(?).

Remark:  The  location  of  VoIP  service  submenu  in  the  Contacts  application
varies in different devices. In some devices the submenu is accessed by scrolling
to the right in the main Contacts menu. In other devices you need to scroll first
to the left and then select the VoIP service menu by scrolling down in the list
that appears at the top of the screen.

Finally Make Calls!
When the VoIP service is activated, the internet calls can be made in the following
ways:
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In Dialler by typing in the number and selecting
Options -> Call -> Internet call (or the name of your Internet profile
account).

in home screen,
enter the number or internet address and select “Net call”

The internet call can also be set as default call type:

go to
“Contacts” / “left arrow” / “scroll down arrow” to the VoIP service submenu
(showing the name of your Internet profile account, e.g. Provider)

select
Options -> Settings

set
Default net call service = Yes (or Default service in certain devices)

Alternatively, if VoIP service is defined as the default service,

the internet call is automatically established when pressing the dial button.

In Dialler by typing in the internet call (SIP) address by selecting

Options -> Open keyboard.

In Contacts menu by

opening the contact and selecting VoIP service as the call type.

When making a internet call, whilst concurrent profiles active, the device allows
to choose from the active profile list via which the “Internet call service” is
formed.

Remark: The location of VoIP service submenu in the Contacts application
varies in different devices. In some devices the submenu is accessed by
scrolling to the right in the main Contacts menu. In other devices you need
to scroll first to the left and then select the VoIP service menu by scrolling
down in the list that appears at the top of the screen.

Dialler
To dial any phone number that is part of your VoIP number’s native country (native
country Numbering Plan), you must dial:

“Area Code” + “Phone number”

To dial any phone number that is outside of your VoIP number’s native country
(native country Numbering Plan), you must dial:

“IDD code” + “Country Code” + “Area Code” + “Phone number”

For example if you want to call Brazil (country code 55) phone number in Rio de
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Janeiro (area code 21) you must dial 5521 preceding by the IDD code (International
Direct Dialing Number) and succeeding by the phone number. The “IDD code”, for
example, the IDD to call from the United States is “011″, can be replaced by the “+”
sign, so the dial sequence becomes “+5521xxxxxxx”.

Support in Symbian/S60 devices

Nokia devices have varying revisions of their VoIP stack on their phones.
However, Nokia maintains a chart of VoIP support across different Nokia
devices. The latest list of the Symbian/S60 devices that support the Nokia
VoIP  client  you  can  find  from:  (http://wiki.forum.nokia.com/index.php

/VoIP_support_in_Nokia_devices#Support_in_Symbian.2FS60_devices).

PLS NOTE:

Different firmware versions, devices, VoIP service plan and/or 3G providers
may cause/need different setting details!

Good VoIP’ng!

Tämän teosteoksen käyttöoikeutta koskee Creative Commons Nimeä-Ei muutoksia-
Epäkaupallinen 1.0 Suomi-lisenssi
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kiitoksia, sain voipin toimimaan ensimmäistä kertaa  vuosi sitten yritin ja saunalahti
syytti nokiaa ja nokia saunalahtea, kun ei toiminut (nokia 5630 music expres), mutta nyt
toimii!!!

Comment by sami — November 26, 2010 @ 8:50 pm | Reply

1.

Nice work, my pal!

Comment by petteri tonttila — November 27, 2010 @ 10:19 am | Reply

Mate, thanks for your help and continuous support!

2.
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